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University of Nebraska–Lincoln

Beef Teaching Herds have Interesting History
The Foundation Years
The first mention of beef cattle used for instruction of students at the University of Nebraska was about 1874 according
to Professor Wm. J. Loeffel’s written history of “Animal Husbandry Through the Years at the University of Nebraska.” While
the University was founded in 1869, and the College of Agriculture was established in 1872, it wasn’t until 1874 that the “college farm” was purchased at the current location of the UNL
East Campus for $55 per acre. Some livestock was maintained
on the college farm during the years 1875 to 1890, but the number was quite small. The Board of Regents established the
Department of Animal Husbandry in 1898 and E. A. Burnett
was hired to be the Head of the Department in 1899. Burnett
had only two faculty members in his fledgling department that
first year, Professor C.H. Elmendorf and Professor H.R. Smith.
Burnett’s first expenditure in 1890 was $1,500 for the purchase
of Hereford cattle to be used in feeding experiments. Major
activities of the Department in 1899 were: erecting sheds for the
cattle in feeding experiments, maintenance of horses to produce
serum used in hog cholera experiments and distribution of
33,000 doses of blackleg vaccine furnished by the Federal government.

quite a stir and much favorable publicity for the University of
Nebraska and the Department of Animal Husbandry. He was
mounted for exhibition at the 1904 Louisiana Purchase Exposition (World’s Fair) in St. Louis and was subsequently returned
to Lincoln where he was used as a classroom model in Animal
Husbandry until destroyed by fire in 1931.

The Purebred Teaching Herds Develop

Several historical accounts refer to purebred herds of
Angus, Shorthorn and Hereford cattle at the University as early
as 1900, but these were likely only a few cows of each breed. It
is likely the first purebred Angus bull used was the bull Bugler
(AAA reg. # 54148) purchased from W.A. McHenry in Illinois
and used in the University herd from 1906 through 1909. During the time period from 1908 ( when the first livestock judging
team competed) until World War I in 1918, the purebred herds
expanded in number. The emphasis during this time period
was to use the purebred herds to produce steers of the “ideal
type” for use as models in classroom evaluation, the training of
the livestock judging teams and to produce steers for exhibition
in the show ring. Purebred Angus steers were shown successfully at the International in Chicago in 1910 and 1911.
Although records of inventory during this period are sketchy, it
appears only about 20 to 25 cows of each of the three breeds
The Challenger Story
were maintained on the college farm. In fact, Dean Burnett
The number of students in the Department of Animal Husreported only 100 head of beef cattle on inventory in 1920.
bandry in the early years was probably quite small as there were
Historical accounts indicate the development of the pureonly 66 students in the College of Agriculture in 1900. So, the
bred herds accelerated in 1921 with the purchase of a few pureDepartment of Animal Husbandry needed to gain recognition
bred Angus cows from J.W. McClung of Indianola. McClung’s
in order to attract students and Professor H.R. Smith was preherd was recognized as an excellent herd of Angus cattle, such
sented with just such an opportunity. While making a study of
evaluation likely based mostly on show ring winnings; for
feeding practices followed by Nebraska feeders in March of
example he owned a sister to Queen Millie of Sundance, the
1903, Smith spotted a blue roan steer in the feedlot of
only cow to be named International Grand Champion female
a Mr. Murphy at Vesta that had “an
three times. Two years later, Mr.
especially broad back and deep full
McClung dispersed his entire herd
quarter.” Smith had no authority to
and the University bought “two
buy the steer, but he was so imcarloads of Angus cows and
pressed that he bought the steer on
one Angus bull.” Included in
the spot for 5 cents per pound for
this purchase was the
use by the students in Animal HusMcClung bred Angus bull
bandry. The steer was named “ChalKenyon 3rd (AAA reg. #
lenger” and was exhibited in
304475) who was to sire many
November of 1903 at the Internacattle that excelled in production
tional Livestock Exhibition in Chiand the show ring for the Unicago where he was named the Grand
versity. Kenyon 3rd’s most faChampion. Challenger was a 1700
mous steer was College Kenyon
pound crossbred steer of Hereford,
who was successfully shown at
Champion Angus Herd in the 1926 National Western Stock
Shorthorn and Holstein breeding
Show, Denver exhibited by the University of Nebraska. All sired the International and was
and sold at Chicago for 26 cents
named Grand Champion Steer
by Kenyon 3rd. The steer on the left is College Kenyon who was
per pound. Challenger created
also named Champion Live and Champion Carcass steer.
(continued on page 3)

From the Department Head’s Desk
Greetings alumni and
friends! I hope you find time to
enjoy the wealth of information
provided in this issue of the
Animal Science Alumni
Newsletter. This is the lengthiest
newsletter yet since I became
Department Head over six years
ago, despite going to two
newsletters per year instead of
one. Our alumni have varied
interests and a wide range of
graduation dates, and we want
Donald H. Beermann
to provide information of
interest to all. Excitement runs high in the Department with
a major increase in new student enrollment this fall, with
great achievements and recognitions bestowed on alumni,
faculty, staff and students, and with tremendous new
support from alumni and friends. The Equestrian Team had
an outstanding year and judging teams demonstrated
continued good accomplishments.
A special feature in this newsletter is the article Jim
Gosey wrote on the history of the beef teaching herds here in
the Department. It is full of intriguing detail. Be sure to read
Bryan Reiling’s recap of the first annual R.B. Warren
Memorial Judging Contest and Alumni Reunion which
provides interesting accounts of the events, who
participated, and who won the prizes. Collegiate memories
and acquaintances were refreshed and rekindled looking
through the old B&B Annuals during the event. Thanks go
to alum Scott Langemeier for initiating and orchestrating
many parts of the reunion. We hope to see more of you at
next year’s reunion.
The good-news, bad-news item is student enrollment.
We have 47 new students enrolled as Animal Science majors
this fall, up from 36 last year. That significant increase
resulted in large part from the increased recruitment effort
by many, including alumni, extension educators and
specialists. A second big factor, however, is the large increase
in new scholarships provided to these students. We awarded
16 freshman and three transfer student scholarships for this
academic year, nine more than last year. Thank you to all you
donors who made this possible. These do not include the
continued support from CASNR Dean, Steve Waller, who
provided six freshman scholarships for participants (30) in
our second annual Nebraska Youth Beef Leadership
Symposium held on campus last April. The bad news is total
Animal Science majors declined because we had a small class
last year relative to the large graduating class of 2004-2005.
We admitted 22 new graduate students to the Department
this fall.
We must increase enrollment in Animal Science to help
offset the declining enrollment in CASNR and the tuition
shortfall experienced at UNL these last two years.
Other good news includes the release of three faculty
positions in the Department. We are now reviewing
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applications for our new Companion Animal Lecturer
position, which carries 50% teaching and 50% extension
responsibilities. A Companion Animal option will be created
to supplement the six other options now offered to
undergraduates. We are currently advertising the
Nonruminant Nutritionist and Physiology tenure-track
positions. Application deadline for both is November 1,
2005. We also have a standing request for release of the
Molecular Geneticist position that became vacant when
Daniel Pomp left for North Carolina in May.
Thanks to support from Dean Steve Waller, the arena
received a new coat of paint, and it now displays the scarlet
and cream motif. Banners will be added this fall. Significant
effort is continuing to upgrade animal facilities in the
Animal Science Complex, to purchase needed new
equipment, and to add a new hoop structure to cover one of
the exercise lots. A new horse trailer bearing the University
logo, 4-H Clover Leaf and Department name served us well
this summer. The new Barta Brothers Ranch Research
Facility was dedicated June 23, and the 6th Annual Open
House at the Gudmundsen Sandhills Laboratory will be held
in the new facilities completed last spring.
A memorable experience for me this year was
participation in Congressional Visits Day in Washington,
D.C. last May, representing the American Society of Animal
Science. Through our partnership with the Coalition on
Funding Agricultural Research Missions (CoFARM), our
team of three visited with Congressman Tom Osborne’s
Legislative Aide, Christina Muediking, Ben Nelson’s LA,
Jamie Nygren, and Representative Tim Johnson and his LA,
who represent an agricultural district in Illinois. We
contributed important points with Dr. Rodney Brown,
USDA-REE Under Secretary, Dan Byers, Staff Director,
House Science Committee, and Hunter Morehead, Staffer on
the House Appropriations Committee, urging all to support
funding of agricultural research. Much of the research work
done by faculty and graduate students in Animal Science and
other units in the Institute of Agriculture and Natural
Resources is funded in part through federal appropriations.
Competition for federal support is keen and we need to have
an active voice in Washington, D.C. to provide justification
for continued support.
There are other high-impact items and issues facing the
Department. The signed agreement with the Iowa State
College of Veterinary Medicine provides admission of 25
Nebraska residents this fall. Those students will complete all
four years of education in Ames. A proposal to create shared
instruction (in Lincoln) of the first two years of the DVM
curriculum to Nebraska students admitted to a joint
program is still under review and discussion. If approved,
new faculty positions will be created and faculty currently
employed in our Department and in Veterinary and
Biomedical Sciences will teach the first two years of the
curriculum to NE residents here in Lincoln. These students
would complete their third and fourth years of the DVM
degree program in Ames.
Summer 2005 Animal Science Newsletter
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and Grand Champion Carcass at the 1926 National Western
Stock Show in Denver.
The Shorthorn herd also dates to 1900. Several outstanding
Shorthorn cows were purchased, such as Blushing Beauty (ASA
reg. # 36887), bought in 1909 from Ashbourne Farm, Alma.
Ashbourne Farm was owned by Ashton C. Shallenberger who
was a prominent Shorthorn breeder for over 40 years and was
later to become Governor of Nebraska. The most notable
Shorthorn purchase by the University was the bull Ashbourne
Standard (ASA reg. # 1767030) in September 1934 for the
grand sum of $300. Ashbourne Standard was the Grand Champion bull at the Nebraska State Fair judged by Professor
Howard J. Gramlich of the NU Department of Animal Husbandry. Gramlich served as Livestock Judging Team Coach
from 1909 to 1920 and as Department Head from 1917 to 1938.
At the time of “Standard’s” purchase in 1934, the University
Shorthorn herd was only comprised of eight cows. In
“Standard’s” first calf crop was two steers; Ringmaster and
Ashbourne Orange. Ringmaster was the Champion Shorthorn
steer at Denver in 1937 and according to the account written by
Prof. Ray Thalman upon his retirement in 1941, “politics kept
him from the grand championship.” The Denver show was
being judged by the pre-eminent livestock judge of the era, W.L.
Blizzard of Oklahoma A & M College. Thalman writes that
Blizzard “used as his excuse that Ringmaster was soft, but in
fact Blizzard never got within 6 feet of the steer, let alone
touching him”. Ashbourne Orange also has an interesting history, as he was shown by NU in Denver and Fort Worth in
1937, but since NU did not show at Chicago at that time, he
was sold in Fort Worth to Oklahoma A & M College. Oklahoma
A & M showed him in the fall of 1937 and he was the Grand
Champion steer at the International in Chicago.
The first Hereford bull used in the University herd was
Beau Donald 7 by Beau Mischief bred in the famous Gudgell &
Simpson herd in Independence, MO. The foundation cows of
the Hereford herd were a carload of cows and calves purchased
in Denver by Howard Gramlich in 1921 from David Firm &
Sons of La Vita, CO. These cows were largely descendents of the
foundation sires of the breed, Prince Domino and Beau Aster,
and included many outstanding cows such as Ruth Domino 7

Husker Red 3052 pictured prior to the 2004 NU Bull Sale where he
was purchased by Butch Schuler of Schuler Red Angus, Bridgeport
for $3,000.
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(AHA reg. # 1478105), bred by Kimberling Brothers. Many
prominent bulls of Prince Domino and Beau Aster breeding
followed such as Dandy Domino 113 (AHA reg. # 1934499)
from the Banning-Lewis herd in Colorado and bought in Denver by Howard Gramlich in 1931. This bull was used in the
University herd for five years then sold to the U.S. Range Livestock Research Station at Miles City, MT where he was used
several years.
Another group of influential Hereford cows was purchased
in 1939 and 1940 by Ray Thalman from Samuel R. McKelvie of
Valentine. McKelvie was later to be elected Governor of
Nebraska. The University Hereford herd was in two lines; the
descendents of the cows purchased by Gramlich formed the Aster line and descendents of the cows purchased by Thalman
formed the Bocaldo line.
Mr. Charles Johnson was the beef cattle herdsman from
1917 until his retirement in 1949. He was described as a tireless
worker who did a very capable job of feeding, fitting and showing the purebred cattle in the college herd. Charley Johnson
was succeeded by Ray Bohy who managed the Beef Barn in
Lincoln for many years.

The Transition Years
World War II (1941-1945) brought some major changes as
all showing of cattle from University herds was discontinued
and the purebred herds were shifted to beef cattle breeding
research in 1946 under the direction of Prof. Marvel Baker.
Baker stated in an address at Fort Robinson in 1959, “we
thought devoting the purebred cattle at Lincoln to breeding
research would contribute more to the well-being of the people
of Nebraska than if they were merely maintained in their Sunday clothes.” Nebraska became one of the original contributors
to the North Central Regional Beef Cattle Breeding Project,
known as NC-1, in 1947. As a result, complete production
records were kept on all three herds, bull calves were individually fed in Lincoln from weaning to yearling time and selections
were based on adjusted weaning and yearling weights, daily
gain and feed efficiency. Heifers were also selected for weaning
and yearling weights. Several locations in the Lincoln area were
used for pasture by the purebred herds. The Havelock Experimental Farm was purchased in 1918 for agronomic research
but was found to be “too rolling to produce row crops” so it was
converted to pasture and used by the purebred herds and
research project cattle until 1968 when all Animal Science livestock were moved to the Agriculture Research and Development Center (ARDC) near Mead. The Havelock Farm roughly
corresponds to what is now Mahoney Park and Golf Course
north of Adams Street between 70th and 84th in Lincoln. Part
of the Rogers Memorial Farm located at 190th and Adams east
of Lincoln was also used for grazing the purebred herds from
1947 to 1966. An additional unit that was used for grazing was
the Burlington Farm located west of the Burlington rail yards
in west Lincoln. This 480 acre tract in several pastures was not
purchased but was leased from the railroad in 1938 and utilized
until the lease was relinquished in 1960.
The University Hereford herd was transferred to the Fort
Robinson Research Station near Crawford in December of
(continued on next page)
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1958. The University Hereford cows joined other existing Hereford cows at Fort Robinson and formed the foundation of what
was to become a classic selection line project under the direction of Dr. Robert M. Koch. These Hereford selection lines were
moved to the new U.S. Meat Animal Research Center (MARC)
near Clay Center in 1968 when Fort Robinson was closed as a
beef cattle research station. As a result, the University did not
maintain a purebred Hereford herd at Lincoln from 1958 to
1968.
The record of movement of the University Shorthorn herd
is not as clear as that for the Hereford and Angus herds. Prof.
Loeffel’s history of the Department of Animal Husbandry does
refer to two Shorthorn bulls being purchased in 1956 for use in
the University Shorthorn herd in Lincoln. Thus, the Shorthorn
cows in Lincoln were likely moved to Fort Robinson in 1957 as
that was the initial year of the crossbreeding project there.
In 1959 the Angus herd increased to 200 cows and was
moved to the Dalbey-Halleck Farm near Virginia under the
supervision of Vince Arthaud. The Dalbey-Halleck Farm consists of 1120 acres of grass, including a section of native prairie
given by Dwight Dalbey of Beatrice in 1945. The Dalbey section was given with the understanding that it was never to be
plowed. An additional 480 acres was purchased with funds
from a gift by the Halleck family of Hamilton County. From
1945 to 1959 the Dalbey-Halleck Farm was used for agronomic
research, hay production and was leased for grazing. Vince
Arthaud kept meticulous production records and enrolled the
Angus herd in the Angus Herd Improvement Records (AHIR)
program in 1966, including prior records beginning in 1959.
Under the watchful eye of Prof. Arthaud, and with the help of
the AHIR program, the Angus herd made substantial improvement in growth rate, for example, the 205 day adjusted weaning
weight of bull calves increased from 422 lb. in 1959 to 516 lb. in
1968. In 1968, all but 25 purebred Angus heifer calves and yearlings were moved from the Dalbey-Halleck Farm to the Meat
Animal Research Center (MARC) near Clay Center to help
form the base Angus cowherd for the Germ Plasm Evaluation
project. In exchange for 196 purebred Angus females to MARC,
the University received 175 commercial three-year-old Angus
cows for research and 50 purebred Hereford heifer calves that
were from lines that had been developed at Lincoln and Fort
Robinson and subsequently moved to Clay Center. Thus, the
decision was made to maintain purebred Angus and Hereford
herds of approximately 50 cows each.
The new home for the Hereford herd was the Agricultural
Research and Development Center (ARDC) near Mead. This
“new” Hereford herd was placed under the supervision of Dr.
John Ward from 1968 until 1978. Beginning in 1978 the supervision of the Hereford herd was assigned to Dr. Jim Gosey. The
Hereford herd was maintained as a purebred herd until 1985
when the decision was made to convert the Hereford herd to a
composite herd using the Hereford cows as the base. Subsequently, Red Angus, Gelbvieh and Simmental bulls have been
used to produce a composite herd that is today approximately
5/8 Red Angus and 3/8 Continental breeding. The Red version
of this composite was named Husker Reds and the black version became Husker Blacks. Some of the Red Angus bulls used
were: Bootjack, PBC 3554 and Leachman bulls such as Heavenly, Ladies Man, Hero, King Rob, None Wider, Grand Canyon,
and Cheyenne, plus Buffalo Creek bulls such as Dynamics,
Cherokee Canyon and Romeo. Gelbvieh bulls used were: Mr.
Page
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Sensation, Polled Hockeye and High Plains PI. Simmental bulls
used were: Leachman 600U, Caufitime, Black Equalizer, Red
Light, Bright Light and 3C Wally.
Early on, a few Hereford bulls were sold private treaty as
yearlings from 1970 through 1985 and occasionally a bull was
entered in the Nebraska Hereford Showcase sale held in early
spring at North Platte. The University hosted the Nebraska
Hereford Tour in September of 1981 at Mead and included in
that display was a small group of calves sired by L1 Domino
5109 that drew a lot of attention. Subsequently, one of those
calves NU Domino 107 was entered in the Showcase sale and
sold for the record price of $20,000 to B.T. Buell of Shovel Dot
Ranch, Rose, NE.
The first Angus cows sold from the herd were sold to a private herd in 1971 and auction sales of surplus females were
held in 1973, 1975 and 1976. A small number of bulls were sold
private treaty each year from the Angus herd. In 1976 Dr.
Merlyn Nielsen assumed supervision of the purebred Angus
herd at the Dalbey-Halleck Farm along with a herd of commercial cows devoted to research on the effect of milk level on efficiency. Artificial insemination was used sparingly, but starting
in 1982 there was at least one AI bull used every year. The first
AI bull used that had an impact on the herd was PS Power Play
who left numerous daughters and several good sons that were
used natural service in the herd. In 1989 the Angus herd was
moved to the ARDC near Mead and the supervision was
assigned to the author. AI was used more extensively in both
the Angus and newly forming composite herd. Some of the
most influential Angus bulls used from 1990 to the present
were: QAS Traveler23-4, Tehama Bando 155, Rito 2100 GDAR,
Paramount Ambush 2172, Transformer 100 EAR, RR Regal
1459, and more recently SAF Fame, Connealy Dateline, Basin
Max 602C, Rito 6I6 and New Design 878.

Beef Cattle Merchandising Class & Sale
Dr. Jim Gosey taught the first Merchandising Class in the
spring of 1994 with the goal of having students work through
all the steps necessary to manage a purebred bull sale including
planning the budget, helping with the data collection, designing
the advertising and sale catalog and conducting the sale itself.
Guest speakers involved in various aspects of sale management
and prominent breeders share their thoughts with the class.
The first two sales in 1994 & 1995 were held at the Bull Development area on the ARDC near Mead. Tents were used and the
sales were conducted as “write-in bid” sales. Due to unpredictable weather in April, the sale was moved to the Animal Science
Arena in Lincoln in 1996 and has been held there every year
since. The 13th Bull Sale will be Saturday, April 15, 2006. Numerous formats have been used for the sale including a “quiet
auction,” but currently the format is that of a conventional auction. Approximately 35 yearling Angus and Composite bulls are
offered each year with the sale average varying with market
conditions. The 2005 sale averaged $2326 on 36 bulls. Evaluations indicate students certainly like the hands-on approach of
the class where they learn by doing.
Currently all performance data on the Angus herd are processed through the AHIR program to produce Expected Progeny Differences (EPD’s) on all traits including ultrasound
carcass data on all yearling bulls and heifers. The same data on
Summer 2005 Animal Science Newsletter

The 12th annual “Bulls Worth Waiting For”
sale was held in April which helps raise money
to maintain the University’s beef teaching herd.
The sale is almost the last bull sale in Nebraska
for the season, and buyers are supplied with
very complete performance records for the
bulls. The yearling bulls sold each year come
from the teaching herd at the University’s Agricultural Research & Development Center near
Mead. These bulls are used throughout the year
for Animal Science classes and finally sold by
the merchandising class. The students work in
teams to advertise the sale, put together the sale
catalog, and help collect performance data
from the 36 bulls sold each year.
This gives the students some background
and experience in cattle merchandising, which
Beef Cattle Merchandising Class at the 2005 Bull Sale. Pictured (left to right) – Jim
helps them have an advantage in their job field.
Gosey, Brock Olson, Stuart; Greg Heiting, Hay Springs; Renee Minary, McCook; Clint
Burney, Thedford; Dan Laughlin, Nelson; David Uhrig, Minitare; Tim Negley, Ithaca; JesMany of the area cattle producers have shown
sica Warner, Allen; Tyrell Rousey, North Platte; Jim Latoski, Wray, CO; and Nate
increased support for the sale. For Tyrell
Wortman, Hartington.
Rousey, who is building his own cattle herd, it
not only gave him a valuable lesson on how to format a sale
the Husker Red and Black cattle are processed through the
catalog, but it gave him an opportunity to gain life skills. It
multi-breed program “Herdhandler” by the American Simmengives a student the opportunity to learn things such as truth,
tal Association. Approximately 200 Teaching Herd females are
honesty, integrity, customer service and common courtesy
bred each year and then culled back to about 150 pairs postwhich are some of the basics they learn in the merchandising
calving. The 2005 Teaching Herd calf crop is composed of 60
class.
Angus and 90 Composite pairs. About 2/3 of the calves each
(Excerpted from IANR News Service News Release)
year are AI sired. Long-time employees Karl Moline and Jeff
Bergman are responsible for the management of the Teaching
Herd at ARDC.
The goals of the Teaching Herd are to supply cattle and
complete performance records to all Animal Science classes.
Selection applied within the herds is aimed at producing practical, fertile, functional cattle of moderate mature size and optimum growth and carcass characteristics. Maintaining a
lThe Pork Checkoff honored Dr
Dr.. Wil
illteaching herd of beef cattle has served Animal Science students
iam L
uc
Luc
ucee (’64 M.S., ’65 Ph.D.) with their
well for over a century, and will hopefully do so for many years
Distinguished Service Award. The award
into the future. While the University currently does not exhibit
is given annually to recognize the lifelong
any cattle in the show ring, we are glad to “show” our cattle in
commitment of an outstanding leader.
the pasture at anytime.
Dr. Luce served as an Extension swine
Dr. William Luce
(Contributed by Jim Gosey)
specialist for over 30 years at Oklahoma

Alum Receives Checkoff’s
Distinguished
Service Award

Bulls Worth Waiting For
The Annual Bulls Worth Waiting For Sale prepares students
for success in the cattle industry. From “day one,” Tyrell Rousey
was determined to work in the cattle industry. His love for
cattle led him to come to the University of Nebraska–Lincoln’s
College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources, where
he is a senior with a double major in Animal Science and Grazing Livestock Systems.
During the spring semester, Tyrell was one of 12 students
who were in the beef cattle merchandising class, taught by Jim
Gosey, that relies on more than the traditional textbook to impact its lessons. The final class project for the students is putting together their own bull sale. The students learn that there
is no substitute for actually getting their hands dirty, finding
out what something is really like and learning from it.
Summer 2005 Animal Science Newsletter

State University. After retirement, he continued working with
pork producers as coordinator of educational programs for the
Oklahoma Pork Council.
Dr. Luce’s early research work helped improve swine health.
He developed and managed the tested boar stations and coordinated the auction of performance-tested gilts and boars. He
developed animal workshops and seminars on pork production
techniques which included farrowing house management and
artificial insemination.
Dave Culbertson, a pork producer from Geneseo, IL, and
president of the National Pork Board, said that Dr. Luce’s dedication and commitment to the pork producers was very apparent through the programs he developed and the research he
conducted which made a national impact. Dr. Luce was instrumental in establishing a validated pseudorabies-free swinehealth program and a statewide specific-pathogen-free (SPF)
program in Oklahoma. He was instrumental in helping Oklahoma achieve hog-cholera free status.
(Information and picture courtesy of National Pork Board)
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University of Nebraska
Represented at National
Convention and Trade Show
On February 2-5,
is C
alkins
2005, Chr
hris
Calkins
took four University
of Nebraska–Lincoln
(UNL) students from
the College of Agriculture Sciences and
Natural Resources
(CASNR) to the
National Cattlemen’s
Left to Right: Renee Minary (McCook); Don
Beef Association
Moss (O’Neill); Secretary of Agriculture,
Convention and
Mike Johanns; Aaron Ferhinger (Humphrey);
Trade Show. Approxi- Vicky Wray (Scotia); and Chris Calkins
mately 5,800 people
came through the trade show. A highlight of the trip was a visit
from newly-appointed U.S. Secretary of Agriculture, Mike
Johanns, who was kind enough to pose for pictures. This was a
great opportunity to promote the University and discuss departmental programs. They hosted a reception at the trade
show, distributed free jerky samples, and held a prize drawing
for Nebraska Corn-Fed Beef™ steaks and UNL Animal Science
hats. Nebraska alumni ribbons created quite a buzz and the
supply was exhausted.
It is important for us to tell the great story of the University
of Nebraska. Several other universities were present and UNL
compared favorably with the competition. The student repreon FFeer hing
sentatives were Aar
aro
hingeer , a recent Animal Science/
Grazing Livestock Systems graduate from Humphrey, Rene
neee
Minar
oss
inaryy , an Animal Science student from McCook, D on M
Moss
oss,
an Animal Science/Culinology™ graduate from O’Neill, and
Vic
ki Wr ay , an Agribusiness major from Scotia. They did an
icki
excellent job answering questions and distributing information.
One visitor asked the ambassadors why her child should attend
CASNR. Fifteen minutes later she left with a great understanding of opportunities in the College, majors, internships, leadership opportunities, and access to faculty.
The event was a huge success. We look forward to doing this
again next year. The Nebraska Department of Agriculture provided booth space and CASNR helped with the planning. The
Vice Chancellor for IANR, Dr. John Owens, covered travel costs.
(Contributed by Chris Calkins; photo taken by Stanley Garbacz)

Department of Agriculture
Hires Alum as New
State Veterinarian
Dr. Dennis Hughes (’78 B.S.) was
named by the Department of Agriculture
as their new state veterinarian. Dr. Hughes
is a Nebraska native, raised near Neligh,
Nebraska. He earned his undergraduate
degree in Animal Science and his Veterinary Medicine doctorate from Iowa State
Page
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Dr. Dennis Hughes

University. Prior to starting his own practice in Battle Creek,
NE, he worked for two private veterinarian clinics in northeast
Nebraska. He has served the last 14 years as a Veterinary Field
Officer with the Nebraska Department of Agriculture. Merlyn
Carlson, former Director of the Nebraska Department of Agriculture, said he was pleased to have Dr. Hughes serving as the
State Veterinarian leading Nebraska’s animal health efforts into
the future. Dr. Hughes is looking forward to the challenges in
serving the livestock industry in Nebraska. He is anxious to
spearhead activities that will protect our livestock as well as add
value to our industry.
(Excerpted from article released by
Nebraska Dept. of Agriculture written by Christin Kamm)

Greg Ibach Fulfilling His
Goal In Serving Agriculture
Greg Ibach knew while growing up
on his family farm at Sumner, NE, he
would like to eventually serve the agricultural industry at another level. Now
he is doing just that, having been appointed recently as Nebraska Department of Agriculture Director. Ibach was
appointed to the top Agriculture job by
Governor Dave Heineman following
Greg Ibach
the departure of Merlyn Carlson to
Washington, D.C. Ibach had been working as Assistant Director
under Carlson.
“I’ve always had an interest in serving the industry outside
the farm,” he said. “I am fortunate that my career path has
given me that chance.”
Ibach’s interest in agriculture stems from his childhood
growing up on the family farm and his involvement in 4-H. He
enrolled in the University of Nebraska’s College of Agriculture
with a double major in Animal Science and Agricultural Economics. While in college he was a member of the Farmhouse
Fraternity.
After his graduation in 1984, Ibach knew he wanted to
eventually return to the family farm, but thought it important
to get some other industry work under his belt. He started with
Farm Credit Services (FCS) in Indianola, IA, and then he transferred nine months later to the FCS in Kearney. He spent five
years or so with the FCS in Kearney and Grand Island, an experience that gave him a good grasp of financial aspects involved
in running a farm operation. When his grandparents decided to
slow down, he returned to the family farm full time. Returning
to the family farm allowed he and his wife, Teresa, the opportunity to raise a family in the same setting in which they grew
up. They both were raised around Sumner and wanted their
children to experience the same rural lifestyle. The Ibachs have
13-year-old triplets.
Soon after returning to the farm, Ibach got involved with
the Nebraska Farm Bureau and the Nebraska Beef Council, of
which he was elected Chairman. He later joined the National
Cattlemen’s Beef Association and was elected Chairman of its
check-off division. He said his volunteer Cattlemen’s work gave
him a larger insight into the beef industry and national experience promoting beef beyond state borders. In 1999, then-GovSummer 2005 Animal Science Newsletter

ernor Mike Johanns asked him to serve as Deputy Director under Carlson.
Throughout these career moves, Ibach has retained his
roots at the farm in Sumner, running a cow-calf operation with
irrigated corn and soybeans. He still maintains the farm while
Director, with the help of family and dedicated employees. He
said his own farm experiences, including suffering through
drought, help him understand what Nebraska farmers are going through as he works to represent them at the state level.
As Agriculture Director, Ibach has several priorities, including positioning Nebraska as a national leader in animal identification. Unlike other nations, the United States has no
universal method of identifying animals to aid in traceability
and disease prevention. He also wants to continue building
Nebraska’s standing as a leading livestock state, recognizing
that livestock serves as a market for grain production. He said,
“There are opportunities for us to grow and build our livestock
industry, which will serve to enhance rural economic development throughout Nebraska.”
(Taken from an article in the “The Leading Object”
written by Lori McGinnis)

Many of the trees were planted by Roger’s grandparents and
parents. Roger and Julie have continued the conservation practice of shelterbelt plantings through the years. Julie said that
the protection of the trees makes it ideal for calving.
The Johnsons own and operate 4,700 acres of pasture and
cropland, with about half in adjacent Holt County. Nearly
everything they raise is fed to the cow herd. They raise Simmental crossbreds and both Black and Red Angus cattle.
Living on the edge of the Sandhills, Roger said, “We are always just three days from a drought. We have rather sandy soil,
and the moisture isn’t retained but leaches down pretty fast. We
do a lot of no-till planting corn into bean ground and other
types of moisture-saving practices. The last five years it has
been extremely dry in western Knox County. The Johnsons
have 80 acres of forage peas and oats planted this spring, noting
that it makes a good chopping combination that is easier to
handle and an excellent feed for starting feedlot calves.
The Johnsons, who have four children, are looking forward
to summer and all of the usual farm and family activities.
(Taken from an article written by Janet Eckmann
of the Norfolk Daily Times that appeared in the
Lincoln Journal Star June 6, 2005 issue)

Serendipitous Couple —
Fifth Generation of Farmers

Bud Britton Golf Classic

Ro ge r and JJulie
ulie JJohnso
ohnso
n , who farm northwest of Verdigre,
ohnson
met in a soils class at the University of Nebraska–Lincoln and
graduated from UNL in 1978. Roger earned a degree in Animal
Science and Julie got her degree in General Agriculture. A
chance meeting in a soils class led the couple to become fifthgeneration farmers.
Their home, as well as the home of his parents, Clayton and
Lois Johnson, is tucked in a valley and surrounded by hills covered with hackberry and elm trees. Roger’s great-grandfather,
Carl Johnson, homesteaded the original claim in 1887, locating
his sod dugout near the flowing North Branch Verdigre Creek.

The 15th annual Bud Britton Golf Classic was held on Friday, May 13, 2005 at Mahoney Golf Course. The winning team
n , Flint H
ar
n , El
liott JJesc
esc
h,
consisted of Matt And
ndee rso
son
Har
arrre lso
lson
Elliott
esch
Pee r kins. They shot a -1 and tied with Ro dg
dgeer
and Jeff P
Johnso
n , Je r r y H
anse
n , and Dar
Hanse
ansen
ohnson
Darrr el St
Strr ub
ubee but won based on
scores for hardest handicapped holes. The other teams were all
close, with two teams at even par, two teams at +1, and one
team at +2. The closest to the pin prize went to G r ant
Cr aw f or d for a shot within a few feet on hole #9, the longest
kR
asb
drive on hole #8 went to Nic
ick
Rasb
asbyy , and longest putt on hole
#3 went to Je ff P
Peer kins
kins.

Block & Bridle Activities
Block and Bridle
Honoree of the Year
A third generation farmer, Robert
“Bob” Dickey, is a true leader in today’s
agricultural industry as he has selflessly
dedicated himself to improving the
future of agriculture both nationally and
in Nebraska. Bob Dickey was born
September 5, 1939 in Ponca, NE. He grew
up helping his dad on the family farm. It
was on his family’s farm where Bob deRobert “Bob” Dickey
veloped his strong moral character and
passion for agriculture. Upon graduating from Laurel High
School in 1958, Bob went on to earn a certificate in General Agriculture from the University of Nebraska in 1960. He then
served his country from 1961-1962 in the United States Army.
In 1965 Bob married his wife Mary. They have raised three
children, Julie, Jim, and June.
Summer 2005 Animal Science Newsletter

Bob’s impact on agriculture goes far beyond his Laurel,
Nebraska farm where he and his family raise corn, soybeans,
hogs and cattle. He served as a Nebraska State Senator for District #18. He serves on the National Corn Growers Board of
Directors, served as Chairman of the U.S. Grains Council
(1997-1998), Chairman of the Nebraska Corn Board (19951996), a director and past chairman of Farm Credit Bank Board
(NE, IA, SD, WY). He is currently a member of the Nebraska
Soybean Association, the National Cattlemen’s Beef Association, the Nebraska Pork Producers Association, as well as the
Agricultural Council of America, and the Agricultural Builders
of Nebraska. As a Council officer, he conducted extensive personal negotiations with national industry leaders (corn, pork,
sorghum, barley, and soybean) to improve cross-industry alliances and broaden agricultural promotion.
Bob has traveled internationally to promote American
products to numerous foreign markets. Such opportunities
include serving as a member of Governor Mike Johanns’ trade
missions to Japan in 2003 in addition to Hong Kong/China and
Mexico in 2004. These endeavors compliment his other
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experiences representing U.S. agricultural products to customers in Asia, Latin America, Europe and the Middle East.
Bob believes in the future of agriculture and in the future of
the family farm. He has helped numerous beginning producers
through the years. He has participated in share agreements using
cows and calves, compensated producers for finishing hogs in
Iowa, South Dakota, and Nebraska, carried a land contract, loaned
machinery, and done countless things to assist young producers.
Bob has been recognized with numerous awards for his service and business skills. Such awards include “Man of the Year
in Service to Nebraska Agriculture,” Progressive Farmer Magazine (2000) and “Top 100 Best-Managed Farms in the USA,”
Farm Futures Magazine (1998) and named to the Nebraska
Hall of Agricultural Achievement (2000).
Bob Dickey’s contributions to the livestock industry and
agriculture, as a whole, are many. He is a motivated, passionate
man who practices what he preaches. Bob serves as an example
to everyone on how one person can make a difference with a
positive work ethic, sincerity, and passion.

Block & Bridle Awards
Vic
ki Wr ay , Scotia — Senior Workhorse
icki
Jana
anaee Althouse
lthouse, Eagle — Outstanding Initiate
Jac kel yn SSn
nyde r , North Platte — Outstanding Sophomore
Activities
Jessika U
d en , Juniata — Outstanding Junior Activities and
Ud
Outstanding Junior Scholarship
Vic
ki Wr ay , Scotia — Outstanding Senior Scholarship
icki
ar
Mik
ikee B
Bar
arttels
ls, Riverton — Don Geweke Award for 1st place
in the MAEC Junior Division

Ac e VanD
eW
al
le
anDeW
eWal
alle
le, Orchard — Don Geweke Award for 2nd
place in the MAEC Senior Division
Jessika U
de n , Juniata — Don Geweke Award for 1st place
Ud
in the MAEC Senior Division
at
ie
Ashle
atie
ie, Kearney — Mike Cull Judging Award
shleyy B
Bat

Officers and Advisors
for 2005-2006
Jessika U
den , Juniata — President
Ud
Shane P
ott
Pott
otteer , Weston — Vice President
Elizab
ar
ic
le
Elizabee th M
Mar
aric
icle
le, Albion — Secretary
Br ynn H
usk
Husk
usk, Blair — Treasurer
Jac kel yn SSn
nyd er , North Platte — Marshall
Mal
lo
allo
lorr y B
Bee cke r , McClellandtown, PA — Assistant Marshall
Jana
anaee Althouse
lthouse, Eagle — Ambassador
Josh
ua VanD
eW
al
le
oshua
anDeW
eWal
alle
le, Cedar Rapids — Ambassador
Vic
k y Wr ay , Scotia — Historian
ick
Je nnaf
ese
mann
nnafee r Gla
Glaese
esemann
mann, Fairbury — Program Chair
B e tsy K
Krr use
use, Cedar Bluffs — News Reporter
Sar
ah Vanness
arah
anness, Wausa — Social Chair
Bre tt Whit
hitee — Senior Advisor
n Er
ic
kso
n — 2nd Year Advisor
Gale
Galen
Eric
ickso
kson
St
o nes — 1st Year Advisor
Steeve JJo

Block and Bridle Steak Fry
September 9, 2005 — 6 p.m.
For tickets call: 472-3571

Animal Science Awards and Recognitions
Recent Department
Awards and Recognitions
Faculty
Do n Adams — UNL Distinguished Educational Service
Award
Mar
aryy B
Bee ck — UNL College Distinguished Teaching Award,
and Federation of Animal Science Societies Board of Directors
osshame
Br ian B
Bosshame
osshamerr — Promoted to Associate Extension
Educator
De nnis B
Brr ink — UNL Parents Association Certificate of
Recognition for Contributions to Students
Mik
ikee B
Brr umm — National Hog Farmer recognition for
making a difference in the U.S. Pork Industry
Ro n C
hr
ist
n — American Society of Animal Science
Chr
hrist
istee nso
nson
Fellow Award
Andr
ea C
up
p — American Society of Animal Science
ndrea
Cup
upp
Director-at-Large
Te d D
o ane — Nebraska Agricultural Youth Council’s
Do
Award of Merit
Lar
owar
d — National Finalist in the Search for ExcelLarrr y H
Ho
ward
lence in Livestock Production competition
St
o nes — UNL Parents Association Certificate of RecStee ve JJo
ognition for Contributions to Students, and American Meat
Science Association Board of Directors
Page
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Te r r y K
lo
pfe nst
Klo
lop
nstee in — American Society of Animal Science
Distinguished Teaching Award
Ric
k K
o e lsc
h — 2005 G. B. Gunlogson Countryside Engiick
Ko
lsch
neering Award by the American Society of Agricultural Engineers
Do n L
Lee v is — National Hog Farmer recognition for making
a difference in the U.S. Pork Industry
Te r r y M
Maa der — Honorary Professor in the School of Animal Studies at the University of Queensland in Australia
Br y an R
Reeiling — UNL Parents Association Certificate of
Recognition for Contributions to Students, and Promoted to
Associate Professor
Iv an R
ush — American Society of Animal Science ExtenRush
sion Award
Dale Van Vle
Vlecc k — American Society of Animal Science
Morrison Award
Troy Walz — Agricultural Achievement Award winner
from Nebraska
Gar
oub
ek — Appointed Vice-Chair of the National AsGaryy Z
Zoub
oubek
sociation of Country Agricultural Agents Program Recognition
Council

Staff
Do nna Whit
hitee — USDA/ARS Outstanding Performance
Award
Alan Z
inn — IANR Outstanding Employee Award for
Zinn
Managerial/Professional Staff for September/October
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Graduate Students
M ic
he
alt
es — William G.Whitmore Travel Grant, and
iche
hell le B
Balt
altes
Widaman Trust Distinguished Graduate Assistant Award
B en B
ass — V. H. Arthaud Travel Award, William G.
Bass
Whitmore Travel Grant
B ec ky B
ott — International Livestock Congress Travel FelBott
lowship, V. H. Arthaud Travel Award, and William G. Whitmore
Travel Grant
Virg
il B
irgil
Brre me
merr — V. H. Arthaud Travel Award, awarded an
all-expense paid travel grant to participate in the International
Livestock Congress at Calgary, and William G. Whitmore Travel
Grant
arg
K im H
Harg
argrr ave — John Hallman Award, V. H. Arthaud
Travel Award
He idi H
ar
Har
arrr is — V. H. Arthaud Travel Award
Je nnie JJames
ames — William G. Whitmore Travel Grant
B laine JJeensc
hk
nschk
hkee — William G. Whitmore Travel Grant
Je r e m y M
ar
Mar
arttin — Hazel V. Emley Fellowship, and John &
Louise Skala Fellowship
J ames M
o nald — William G. Whitmore Travel Grant
Maa cD
cDo
cD
o nald — V. H. Arthaud Travel Award, and WillEmil
Emilyy M
McD
cDo
iam G. Whitmore Travel Grant
Jessica M
Mee ising
isingee r — V. H. Arthaud Travel Award, and William G. Whitmore Travel Grant
o r r is — Vincent H. Arthaud Travel Award, and
S ar
ah M
arah
Mo
William G. Whitmore Travel Grant
Jaso
n Sc
he
ffle
ason
Sche
heffle
fflerr — Fling Fellowship, and Milton E. Mohr
Fellowship
Ro b in T
Teen B
Brro ec k — Widaman Trust Distinguished
Graduate Assistant Award
Apr il T
Tee pf er — V. H. Arthaud Travel Award, William G.
Whitmore Travel Grant, and Widaman Trust Distinguished
Graduate Assistant Award

Other Recognitions
Jim N
n (Ph.D. ’83) — Recognition by National Hog
Nee lsse
lssen
Farmer for making a difference in the U.S. pork industry.
Wil
lar
d and M
ax Wald
o (B.S. ’34; B.S. ’60) — Recognition
illar
lard
Max
aldo
by National Hog Farmer for making a difference in the U.S.
pork industry.

Undergraduate Students Recognitions
R ac he
hell F
Frrie
iedr
dric
ich
dr
ic
h , Pierce — Graduate Women in Science
honor
Tr a cy H
Haade nf
nfeeldt
ldt, Cairo — Graduate Women in Science
honor
J o di H
olmes
Holmes
olmes, Burwell — Graduate Women in Science honor
Kathr
yn JJess
ess
athryn
ess, Des Monies, IA — Graduate Women in
Science honor, Member of Alpha Zeta, and Gamma Sigma
Delta Student Scholarship Recognition
Lindsa
amp
b e l l , Scottsbluff — Graduate Women in
Lindsayy K
Kamp
ampb
Science honor
M ic
he
iche
hell le P
Paave lka
lka, Bladen — Graduate Women in Science
honor
St
wear
ng
in
Stee phanie SSw
earng
ngin
in, Craig — Graduate Women in
Science honor
J osie Wat
ateer b ur
uryy , Walnut, IA — Graduate Women in
Science honor, and Gamma Sigma Delta Student Scholarship
Recognition
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Je nna Giang
ar
Giangar
arrr a , LaVista — Member of Alpha Zeta
usk
Husk
usk, Blair — Member of Alpha Zeta
B r ynn H
A my M
ar
Mar
artt in
in, Lexington — Member of Alpha Zeta
olst
K r ista H
Holst
olsteein
in, Blair — Member of Alpha Zeta
Andr
ea Sc
hwarz
ndrea
Sch
warz, Archer — Member of Alpha Zeta
Anita Est
es
Estes
es, Stuart — Gamma Sigma Delta Student
Scholarship Recognition
aimo
n , Blue Hill — Gamma Sigma Delta Student
Je ffr
ffryy FFaimo
aimon
Scholarship Recognition
ah JJo
oy , Dunbar — Gamma Sigma Delta Student
S ar
arah
Scholarship Recognition
Dr
il
le
Dree w M
Mil
ille
lerr , Davenport — Gamma Sigma Delta Student
Scholarship Recognition

Scholarships
Lindse
Lindseyy FFrr ye , Elkhorn — Animal Science Department
Freshman Scholarship
Anita Est
es
Estes
es, Stuart — Frank and Mary Bruning Freshman
Scholarship
ar
Je nna Giang
arrr a , LaVista — Nebraska Pork Producers
Giangar
Freshman Scholarship
Maka
ir
sc
hman
akayy la H
Hir
irsc
schman
hman, St. Paul — Nebraska Pork Producers
Freshman Scholarship
Amanda Van P
Pee lt
lt, Mitchell — Nebraska Pork Producers
Freshman Scholarhship
hmidt
M ikki Sc
Schmidt
hmidt, Gurley — Waldo Family Farms Freshman
Scholarship, and ABS Global Scholarship
eA
J osh
ua VanD
eAll le
le, Cedar Rapids — Waldo Family Farms
oshua
anDeA
Freshman Scholarship, and Chris & Sarah Raun Memorial
Scholarship
Kathr
yn C
o c ker il
athryn
Co
illl , Walton — D. V. and Ernestine Stephens
Freshman Scholarship
Dr
il
le
Dree w M
Mil
ille
lerr , Davenport — William J. & Hazel J. Loeffel
Scholarship
Elizab
ar
ic
le
Mar
aric
icle
le, Albion — William J. & Hazel J. Loeffel
Elizabee th M
Scholarship
Jessika U
de n , Juniata — William J. & Hazel J. Loeffel
Ud
Scholarship
S ar
ah Witt
arah
ittee , Scribner — Nutrition Service Associates
Scholarship
ar
A my M
Mar
arttin
in, Lexington — Parr Family Scholarship
Tr a cy H
Haade nf
nfee ldt
ldt, Cairo — Walter A. & Alice V. Rockwell
Scholarship
S ar
araa St
Stee pan
pan, Leigh — Walter A. & Alice V. Rockwell Scholarship
Adam K
Krr ause
ause, Homer — Walter A. & Alice V. Rockwell
Scholarship
B r ian K
Krr ause
ause, Homer — Walter A. & Alice V. Rockwell
Scholarship
Jac kel yn SSn
n yde r , North Platte — Max & Ora Mae Stark
Scholarship
S ar
ah Vanness
arah
anness, Wausa — Dwight F. Stephens Scholarship,
and Feedlot Management Scholarship funded by Klopfenstein
Student Excellence endowment
Kath
ess
athyy r n JJess
ess, Des Moines, IA — Arthur W. & Viola
Thompson Scholarship
Andr
ea Sc
hwarz
ndrea
Sch
warz, Archer — Arthur W. & Viola Thompson
Scholarship
J osie Wat
uryy , Walnut, IA — Arthur W. & Viola Thompateer b ur
son Scholarship
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Br ynn H
usk
Husk
usk, Blair — Thomas H. Wake, III Scholarship
Aar
on K
aro
Kaavan
an, Colon — Waldo Family Farms Scholarship
Rac he
dr
ic
h , Pierce — I. L. Hathaway Top Senior Award
hell FFrr ie
iedr
dric
ich
Jennie Piek
Piekee n , Omaha — Baltzell-Agri-Products, Inc.
Scholarship
Wil
liam P
ohlme
ie
illiam
Pohlme
ohlmeie
ierr , Lawrence — Maurice E. Boeckenhauer
Memorial Scholarship
o cker il
Kathr
yn C
athryn
Co
illl , Granger, IN — Robert Boeckenhauer
Memorial Scholarship
Sar
ah JJo
oy , Dunbar — Lincoln Coca-Cola Bottling Company
arah
Scholarship
olst
Kr ista H
in, Blair — Doane Scholarship
Holst
olstee in
Ry an Dane
he
Danehe
heyy , Red Cloud — Feedlot Management Scholarship funded by Klopfenstein Student Excellence endowment
ic
kho
ff
Adam E
Eic
ickho
khoff
ff, Falls City — Feedlot Management Scholarship funded by Klopfenstein Student Excellence endowment
Te r r yn H
ar
Har
artt , Tilden — Feedlot Management Scholarship
funded by Klopfenstein Student Excellence endowment, and
Chris & Sarah Raun Memorial Scholarship
Bre nt N
Nee lms
lms, Benkelman — Feedlot Management Scholarship funded by Klopfenstein Student Excellence endowment
Gab
hn
ue
Gabrr ie
iell Sc
Schn
hnue
uell le
le, Jansen — Feedlot Management Scholarship funded by Klopfenstein Student Excellence endowment
Anita Est
es
Estes
es, (Outstanding Sophomore) Stuart; Je ffr
ffryy
Faimo
n , Blue Hill; Sar
ea Sc
hwarz
ah JJo
oy , Dunbar; and Andr
ndrea
Sch
warz,
aimon
arah
Archer — American Society of Animal Science Scholastic
Award (Sophomores)
Josie Wat
atee r bur
uryy , (Outstanding Junior) Walnut, IA; Dr
Dree w
le
yn JJess
ess
Mil
lerr , Davenport; and Kathr
athryn
ess, Des Moines, IA. —
ille
American Society of Animal Science Scholastic Award (Juniors)
Rac he
dr
ic
h , (Outstanding Senior) Pierce; Ashle
hell F
Frr ie
iedr
dric
ich
shleyy
n , Lincoln; Rene
inar
ci M
cGe
Ro biso
ison
neee M
Minar
inaryy , McCook; and Dar
Darci
McGe
cGeee ,
Fairbury — American Society of Animal Science Scholastic
Award (Seniors)

Judging Team Awards
Jac kel yn SSn
nyde r , North Platte — Eric Peterson Memorial
eW
al
le
anDeW
eWal
alle
le, Orchard — Eric Peterson Memorial
Ac e VanD
Ashle
at
ie
shleyy B
Bat
atie
ie, Kearney — Derrick Family Scholarship
oski
Jim Lat
Latoski
oski, Wray, CO — G. H. Francke Livestock Judging
Scholarship
Br uc
asse
bro ok
ucee H
Hasse
asseb
ok, Bellwood — Winkler Memorial Livestock Judging Scholarship

Student Ambassadors
2004-05 — Rene
de n ,
neee M
Minar
inaryy, McCook; Jessika U
Ud
inar
lie G
ny der , North
Juniata; Mol
ollie
Grr im
im, Bonesteel, SD; Jac ke lyn SSn
olst
Platte; and Kr ista H
Holst
olstee in
in, Blair
2005-06 — Mol
lie G
ny d e r ,
ollie
Grr im
im, Bonesteel, SD; Ja cke l yn SSn
olst
ess
North Platte; Kr ista H
Holst
olstee in
in, Blair; Kath
athyy r n JJess
ess, Des Moines,
ua VanD
eW
al
le
eWal
alle
le, Cedar Rapids
IA; and Josh
oshua
anDeW

Alumni Awards and Recognitions
Nancy IIrr lb
lbee ck (’90 Ph.D.) — Associate Dean at Colorado
State University College of Agricultural Sciences
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Brett White and Merlyn
Nielsen Receive Holling Family
Teaching Awards
The Holling Family Award Program for Teaching Excellence
was made possible by a gift from the Holling Family to honor
their pioneer parents. John Holling was a 1912 electrical engineering graduate of the University of Nebraska–Lincoln and
his brother, Gustave Holling, attended the College of Agriculture before farming the family’s land in the Wood River area.
The Holling Family Award Program for Teaching Excellence is
to recognize outstanding contributions by faculty and teaching
assistants. There are three annual award categories: Senior
Faculty Teaching, Junior Faculty Teaching and Teaching Assistant Teaching Excellence. These categories emphasize imaginative and creative teaching efforts in carrying out IANR
educational programs.
Bre tt R.
Whit
hitee was
awarded the
Junior Faculty Award
for Teaching Excellence. His
overall goal
is to
strengthen
Brett White: Left to right: Rachel Friedrich, Brett
the reproductive bi- White and Dean Steve Waller
ology program within the Animal Science Department for
training exceptional undergraduate and graduate students. To
accomplish his goal, he developed a new course, “New Techniques in Reproductive Biology,” which exposes students to
advancing technologies in the field including cloning, embryonic stem cells and human-assisted reproduction. He mentors
students who are working on research projects and each Friday
afternoon during the spring semester he works with students
who are engaged in learning exciting new techniques and do
not choose to go home early!
Me r lyn
K. N
ie
lse
n
Nie
ielse
lsen
was awarded
the Senior
Faculty
Award for
Teaching
Excellence.
Merlyn likes
to make all
students
Merlyn Nielsen: Left to right: Craig Burda, Merlyn
critical
thinkers and Nielsen and Dean Steve Waller
to become problem solvers with good communication skills. He
is a champion of rigor in education while at the same time
being sensitive to the diverse needs and learning styles of
students. He believes that undergraduate students are capable
of doing research and learning independently. He teams up
with other faculty to provide learning experiences for underSummer 2005 Animal Science Newsletter

graduates that lead to honors theses and research papers at
scientific meetings. His one goal is to provide a challenging and
positive learning experience for every student.

Council’s State Dinner held in July. Pictured with Ted is Aaron
Kavan, a UNL Animal Science major and President of the 2005
Nebraska Agricultural Youth Council.

Dedication of Terry J.
Klopfenstein Student
Excellence Fund

Rezac is ARDC
Employee of the Year

The dedication of a plaque for the Terry J. Klopfenstein
Student Excellence Fund was held on January 14 during the
Annual Employee Appreciation Luncheon. The permanent
endowment was established at the University of Nebraska
lo
pfe nst
Klo
lop
nsteein who has been an
Foundation to honor Ter r y JJ.. K
Animal Science faculty member for 40 years. During those 40
years, Terry has been teaching and conducting research. This
endowment was initiated by a lead gift from Cattlemen’s Consulting and, with contributions from other companies and
individuals, the $100,000 goal was achieved. The fund will provide undergraduate scholarships for students who are
interested in the feedlot management program and/or graduate
stipends for those studying ruminant nutrition.

Ke n R
eza
Reza
ezacc was the
recipient of the 2004
University of Nebraska
Agricultural Research
and Development Center Employee of the
Year Award. Rezac is an
Ag Research Technician
at the Beef Feedlot. Ken
Left to right: Ken Rezac and Dan Duncan
has demonstrated
extraordinary commitment and dedication to the University for more than 26 years.
His continued service and dedication have contributed to the
success of the feedlot research facilities. He has demonstrated
an ability and commitment to do the job right. He received a
plaque and several donated prizes and his name will be placed
on a plaque that is displayed at the ARDC Research and Education Building.

 Judging Activities
1st Annual R.B. Warren
Memorial Judging Contest
and Alumni Reunion
Left to right: Wayne McGillick (Liquid Feed Commodities), Bill Dicke
(Cattlemen’s Consulting), Steve Boyle (ADM), Terry Klopfenstein,
Mike Prokop (Liquid Feed Commodities), and Rick Stock (Cargill,
Inc., Sweet Bran)

Doane Awarded Nebraska
Agricultural Youth Council
Award of Merit
Te d D
o ane was
Do
recently selected to
receive the Nebraska
Agricultural Youth
Council’s 2005 Award of
Merit in recognition of
his 50 years of service to
the Nebraska youth as an
Extension Educator, a
member of the Animal
Left to right: Aaron Kavan and Ted
Science faculty, and a
Doane
friend of 4-H. This
award was presented to Ted at the Nebraska Agricultural Youth
Summer 2005 Animal Science Newsletter

On Saturday,
April 23, 2005, approximately 70
friends and
alumni of the
University of Nebraska judging
program participated in the 1st
Annual R.B. Warren Memorial
Judging Contest
and Reunion at
Mr. Jeremy Martin (left) presented with a
the Animal Sciplaque as the inaugural winner of the R.B.
ence Complex in
Memorial Livestock Judging Contest by
Lincoln, NE. This alumnus Mr. Scott Langemeier.
event, orchesott Lang
ie
trated by alumnus Mr
Mr.. Sc
Scott
Langeeme
meie
ierr , provided an opportunity for former judging team members to reminisce. Some
even revived their competitive fires by competing in a livestock
judging contest, complete with reasons! Senior participants included Willard Waldo who judged livestock in 1933, John W.
Bengston (1936), Rick Wahlstrom (1947), and Frank Sibert
(1951). Our youngest participant will potentially judge in the
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year 2025; McKinzie
Miller (age 11) accompanied her father, Jeff (1982), in
competition. The
contest was officiated by our current
(2005) UNL Livestock Judging Team.
It was a lighthearted, fun-filled,
but intense compe- A cowboy bronze was presented by Mr.
tition. These people Bryan Bechtel to Mr. and Mrs. Vance Uden
who purchased the inaugural R. B. Memostill like to win!
Upon conclusion of rial Judging Sponsorship.
judging, numerous
contestants were recognized with special awards. John
Bengston was recognized as presenting the “briefest” set of reasons, whereas our officials intently listened to Gary Kubicek
(1972) for more than two full minutes! Bryan Bechtel (1982)
received the “B.S.” award, and Scott Langemeier (1982) made
everyone laugh when he garnered a special pair of seeing eye
glasses for his unique placing of the breeding ewes! The inaugural winner of the R.B. Memorial Livestock Judging Contest
was Jeremy Martin (1999).
Following competition, a pre-dinner social hour provided
an opportunity for those involved to reminisce as Block and
Bridle annuals, from years gone by, generated memories and
conversation. Participants learned about the Department and
College from current faculty, Dr. Don Beermann (Dept. Head)
and Dr. Steve Waller (CASNR Dean). Additionally, Mr.
Langemeier used the opportunity to generate support for
the formation of a UNL Judging Teams Alumni Association.
At dinner, special guests
included Mr. Ernie Weyeneth
of the Kimmel Foundation
who is a major supporter of
UNL Judging Programs. Also,
Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Zimmerman (Lincoln) and
Mr. Larry Hudkins and Senator Carol Hudkins (Malcolm)
were present as representatives
of Nebraska Farm Bureau Services, Inc., which provided a
Willard Waldo concentrates on
$2,500 sponsorship for the
evaluating livestock during the
UNL Livestock Judging Team
alumni judging contest.
in 2005. We also thank the Nebraska Cattlemen Research and Education Foundation and our
many alumni who annually provide financial support for our
judging programs.
Personal items of the late R.B. Warren were graciously
donated by Mrs. Doris Warren to be permanently displayed in
the Animal Science Complex. This collection, to be known as the
R.B. Memorial Judging Sponsorship, was sold, and will be resold
on an annual basis. Names of those who purchase the sponsorship will be engraved on a corresponding plaque that will overPage 12

look the R.B. Warren display. High bidder for the inaugural
judging team sponsorship was Mr. Vance Uden (TC Ranch,
Franklin). Additionally, a caricature of the late R.B. Warren, drawn
by his grandson Aaron Warren, was sold to Dr. Jim Gosey
(Lincoln). A letter written by Mrs. Warren stated that “...the look
and grin on R.B.’s face in the picture is a rare one, and one the
judging team guys and gals may not have seen!”
Overall, more than $1200 was generated to support judging
team activities at UNL. More importantly, however, the 1st
Annual R.B. Warren Memorial Judging Contest and Reunion
engaged enthusiasm for judging activities at UNL and provided
an opportunity for fellowship amongst friends.
We realize that some alumni, unfortunately, did not receive
word of this grand event, and for that we apologize. We hope
that you will join us for our 2nd Annual R.B. Warren Memorial
Judging Contest and Reunion to be conducted at the Animal
Science Complex in Lincoln on Saturday, April 22, 2006. It
promises to be a good time!
(Contributed by Bryan Reiling)

Livestock Judging 2004 - 2005
Throughout the past year, a group of UNL students have
traversed the country seeking to gain knowledge about the livestock industries. These members and coaches of our livestock
judging team have represented the Department of Animal
Science, the College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural
Resources, and the University of Nebraska with pride as they
interact with producers and alumni located throughout the
state. For nearly one year, these students will give up breaks,
weekends, and evenings to have an opportunity to compete,
and at the same time, they continue to maintain strong academic performances.
Members of the 2004 UNL Livestock Judging Team
at
ie (Kearney), Ashle
old
included Ashle
shleyy B
Bat
atie
shleyy H
Hold
oldee n (Broad
lso
n (Stuart),
oski (Wray, CO), B ro ck O
Olso
lson
Brook, CT), Jim Lat
Latoski
ki Wr ay (Scotia). Last November, these students conand Vic
icki
cluded their livestock judging tenure at UNL when they participated in the National Championship of Collegiate Livestock
Judging held in conjunction with the North American International Livestock Exposition in Louisville, Kentucky. Thirty-one
teams participated in the competition. As a team, UNL placed
17th in sheep judging, 10th in Suffolk and performance sheep
judging, and 14th in swine judging. Although the team placed
18th in beef cattle judging, they ranked 4th in judging Shorthorns. Overall, the team was 21st in reasons and 16th overall.
Individually, Vicki Wray placed 20th in swine judging, and
Ashley Batie placed 11th in beef cattle judging and 29th overall.
Additionally, Vicki Wray provided a major highlight when she
became the 3rd consecutive (2002, 2003, 2004) UNL student
named to the All-American Livestock Judging Team. This
honor encompasses not only the student’s judging participation
and performance in national competition, but it also recognizes
and rewards academic performance, leadership, and community service. Only ten students, from across the country, receive
this recognition.
Last December, the 2005 UNL Livestock Judging Team
began official practice, and for the first time in many years, the
van was full! We had eight team members including Tr acy
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Team is currently coached by Mr. Josh Stroh and advised by Dr.
Bryan Reiling.
Without question, we wish to extend our gratitude to major
contributors and sponsors of our livestock judging program including the Kimmel Foundation, the Nebraska Farm Bureau,
and the Nebraska Cattlemen’s Research and Education Foundation, and all producers who give generously of their time to
provide the team an opportunity to practice on some of the
finest livestock in the country. Thank you.
(Contributed by Bryan Reiling)

Meats Judging
2004 Livestock Judging Team

Hade nf
asse
b ro ok (Bellwood), B eau
nfee ldt (Cairo), Br uc
ucee H
Hasse
asseb
K lug (Columbus), St
on (Greenwood), C r y stal O
lso
n
Stee ve Land
Lando
Olso
lson
de n (Juniata), Mal
lo
(Minden), Jessika U
Ud
allo
lorr ie Wilk
ilkeen
tz (Valley).
(Bloomfield), and Je re mi Wur
urtz
Among 25 teams who competed at the National Western
(Denver, CO) in January, UNL placed 14th overall, 9th in
swine, 11th in placings, and 17th in the beef, sheep, and reasons
divisions. At the Sioux Empire Contest (Sioux Falls, SD), Jessika
Uden was 3rd in sheep judging, and Bruce Hassebrook tied for
9th in beef judging. At the Iowa Beef Expo (Des Moines, IA)
where 13 teams competed, UNL was 4th in placings, 7th in reasons, and 6th overall. Individually, Beau Klug ranked 2nd in
placings and 8th overall; and Bruce Hassebrook was 5th in
placings, 18th in reasons, and 12th overall. Jessika Uden and
Jeremi Wurtz also placed 11th and 17th in reasons, respectively.
The 2005 spring judging campaign concluded with UNL
competing in the Intercollegiate Senior Livestock Judging Contest at the Houston Stock Show (Houston, TX) where twentyone teams and 151 individuals participated. UNL won the
sheep judging division, placed 12th in beef cattle judging, was
15th in reasons, and 12th overall. Individually, Bruce
Hassebrook (6th), Mallorie Wilken (10th), and Jessika Uden
(19th) all placed in sheep judging. Mallorie was also 5th in
placings, and Bruce was 17th. Additionally, in the alternate division, Crystal Olson placed 4th.
With each outing, our current UNL team gains experience
and the students become more competitive. It’s easy to understand why these students and their coaches are excited about
the upcoming fall judging season! The UNL Livestock Judging

2005 Livestock Judging Team
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Back Row: Dr. Dennis Burson, Advisor; Vicki Wray, Coach, Scotia;
Ashley Batie, Coach, Kearney; Jackie Snyder, North Platte, Becky
Small, Genoa; Brynn Husk, Blair; Sara Witte, Scribner; Jennie
James, Coach; Ryan R. Baumert, Coach; and Dr. Donald Beermann,
Dept. Head. Front Row: Kent Schwarting, Gordon; Ace Van DeWalle,
Orchard; Eric Deerson, Mead; Kiley Roundtree, Parks; Brittni
Swedberg, North Platte.

The 2005 Junior Meats Judging Team had an excellent
group of students who were extremely hard working that
experienced a lot of success. Many team members have
incorporated their meats knowledge into summer internships
in the meats industry. They are looking forward to an exciting
n
ic D
Eric
Dee er so
son
and rewarding fall semester. The team included: Er
oundt
usk (Blair), Kile
ileyy R
Roundt
oundtrre e (Parks), Ke nt
(Mead), B r ynn H
Husk
hwar
mal
ny d e r
Sc
Sch
wartting (Gordon), B ec k y SSmal
malll (Genoa), Ja ckie SSn
ni SSw
w edb
ah Witt
ittee
(North Platte), Br itt
ittni
dbeerg (North Platte), Sar
arah
eW
al
le
(Scribner), and Ace Van D
DeW
eWal
alle
le, (Orchard).
The results from the National Western held in Greeley, CO
was in conjunction with the National Western Livestock Show.
The team placed 10th overall and 5th in Lamb Judging. Ace Van
D eW
al
le placed 7th in Placings, 9th in Beef Judging, and 12th in
alle
eWal
n yde r placed 6th in Placings, 13th in Beef
Lamb Judging. Ja c kie SSn
Judging, and 15th in Pork Judging. In the Alternates contest Br ynn
Husk placed 9th in Lamb Judging and 10th in Placings while Er
ic
Eric
D ee r so
n placed 15th in Lamb Judging.
son
The team competed in Dallas, TX at the Southwestern
which was held in conjunction to the Fort Worth Stock Show.
The team placed 3rd in Lamb Judging, 5th in Specifications and
eW
al
le tied for 3rd in
Placings, and 9th overall. Ace Van D
DeW
eWal
alle
ny der placed 1st in Total Beef, 2nd in
Lamb Judging, Ja c kie SSn
Beef Grading, 3rd in Placings, 14th in Pork Judging, 15th in
Beef Judging, and 5th overall. In the Alternates contest, B r ynn
Husk placed 2nd in Pork Judging, 12th in Placings, and 14th in
Specifications. The team competed at the Houston Livestock
Show where the team placed 13th overall.
(Contributed by Ryan Baumert)
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Horse Judging
The Horse judging team went to the American Paint Association Spring Sweepstakes Judging Contest held in Fort Worth,
ose (Hastings), Jo e l
TX. The judging team included: R ac he
hell le B
Bose
Co ndr
ea
lie G
ndrea
eayy (Dorchester), Mol
ollie
Grr im (Bonesteel, SD), Micah
Hanse
n (Laurel), Je nile
o d linski (Hemingford), Er
in P
ansen
nileee N
No
Erin
Pee e r y
ott
(Lees Summit, MO), Shane P
Pott
otteer (Weston), and Lindse
Lindseyy
Salest
alestrro m (Tekamah). There were 90 contestants and 21 college
in P
teams represented. Er
Erin
Pee e r y placed 1st in Performance, 19th
o dlinski
in Halter, 17th in Reasons and 5th overall; Jenile
nileee N
No
ose
placed 12th in Halter, and 19th in Reasons; R ac he
hell le B
Bose
o ndr
ea
placed 15th in Halter; and J o e l C
Co
ndrea
eayy placed 15th in Reasons. The team placed 6th in Halter, 6th Reasons, 10th Performance, and 10th Overall. The team had a great learning
experience and is looking forward to competing again next fall.
(Contributed by Libby Lugar)

Equestrian Team
The Equestrian Team hosted two regular intercollegiate
Horse shows this year. The UNL Equestrian team was the High
ie
Point Team at both shows and the High Point Riders were Kat
atie
Pe er s (Elkhorn) and Er
in P
Erin
Pee e r y (Lees Summit, MO), respectively. Riders had to qualify by earning 36 points at one of the 10
regular season shows; we had 16 riders qualify in five different
divisions. We earned the right to compete individually at the
ose (Hastings);
different Zones and these are: Ra che
Bose
hell le B
alest
Lindse
Lindseyy SSalest
alestrro m (Tekamah); C lar
laraa G
Grrundman (Talmage),
lo
omq
uist (Lincoln). The Equestrian Team was the
and Kar
areen B
Blo
loo
mquist
Regional Championship Team this year.
The Equestrian Team attended the Intercollegiate Horse
Show Association National Horse Show held in Sunbury, OH
alest
this year. The team was made up of Lindse
Lindseyy SSalest
alestrro m
anse
n
in P
Hanse
ansen
Pee er y (Lees Summit, MO); Micah H
(Tekamah); Er
Erin
lie G
ist
lak
(Laurel); Mol
ollie
Grr im (Bonesteel, SD); and Chr
hrist
istii Vid
idlak
(Waverly). The judging contest results had Lindsey Salestrom as
the High Individual in placings, 10th in reasons and 5th overall,
with Erin Peery being 3rd in placings, 5th in reasons and 3rd
overall, while Micah Hansen was 6th in placings and 9th overall.
The team was Champion in placings, 4th in reasons and the Reserve National Champion Judging Team Overall. The members
in P
that were in the Horse Show were Er
Erin
Pee e r y (Lees Summit,
alest
ist
lak
alestrro m (Tekamah); C hr
hrist
istii Vid
idlak
MO); Lindse
Lindseyy SSalest
olmq
uist (Olathe, KS); and Tiffan
olmquist
iffanyy
(Waverly), Nila H
Holmq
West
estee rholt (Lincoln). Erin Peery was name the National Champion in Open Horsemanship in the horse show.
(Contributed by Libby Lugar)

Animal Science Graduate
Student Association
2005-2006 Officers and Advisors
Je nnie JJames
ames
ames, New Mexico — President
Roman M
or ena
Mo
na, Mexico — Vice President
Ro bin T
Tee n B
Brro ck , California — Secretary
Mic
he
alt
es
iche
hell le B
Balt
altes
es, Iowa — Secretary
Apr il T
Tee pf er , Minnesota — Secretary
Gr ant C
Crr aw fo rd , Minnesota — Treasurer
Pab
lo L
o za
ablo
Lo
za, Argentina — Sergeant at Arms
Ted D
o ane — Senior Advisor
Do
no
ff — Junior Advisor
Paul K
o no
nono
noff
Ko

 Deaths
The Department of Animal Science
was saddened to learn that Dr
Dr.. K
Kee ith E.
Gre go r y (’49 M.S.) passed away on
February 6th at the age of 80. Keith had
a tremendous influence on beef cattle
breeding throughout the last half of the
20th century which included breed and
heterosis evaluation, crossbreeding and
composite populations, selection for
twinning, and multidisciplinary
Dr. Keith E. Gregory
approaches. In September 2004, Keith,
was honored for his lifetime contributions to animal breeding and genetics by being inducted in the
USDA/ARS Hall of Fame. Keith had a 43-year career with
USDA/ARS. His research helped shape the selection procedures and breeding systems that are used to capitalize the benefits of crossbreeding in the U.S. beef cattle industry. Dr.
Gregory was the first director for the Roman L. Hruska U.S.
Meat Animal Research Center located at Clay Center, NE.
Through Keith’s leadership and vision, a multidisciplinary research program was established which is internationally recognized. As a collaborator, he continued to offer guidance on
research projects that investigated the selection of specific
cattle for breeding purposes based on those animals’ increased
likelihood of giving birth to multiple calves.
Paul SSindt
indt (’40 B.S.) passed away at the age of 87. During
his career, Paul was a farmer, vocational agriculture instructor,
and extension agent in York and Thayer counties. He also
served as Executive Director of the Nebraska Ag Stabilization
and Conservation Service and worked with ASCS in Washington, D.C. until his retirement.

Picture 1 Roy Carlson and Don Clanton
Picture 2 Paul Guyer
Pic
Pictt ur
uree 3 Jeanette Coufal, Block & Bridle Queen, Al Svajgr and Jacquelyn FlicK

Animal Science Trivia Answers from page 18
Page 14
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International Activities
Danie
o mp presented the “Sir John Hammond Memorial
Daniell P
Po
Keynote Lecture” at the British Society of Animal Science
annual meeting in York, United Kingdom and gave an invited
seminar at the Imperial College Genetics ad Genomics
Research Institute in London, United Kingdom.
is C
alkins had a visiting Ph.D. student, Ms. M
ar
ia
C hr
hris
Calkins
Mar
aria
Lund
esjö Almst
röm
undesjö
lmström
röm, from Sweden who worked in his laboratory this past spring learning research techniques and participating in a research project. While here, she shared her expertise
with the meats group. As part of her graduate program in meat
science in the Department of Food Science at the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences in Uppsala, Sweden, she spent
many days in Nebraska slaughter houses observing methods in
order to contrast them with methods used in Sweden.

Study Tour to Denmark
Eight students from UNL and Iowa State University left for
Denmark in May on a three-week study tour co-led by Duane
Reese. The tour was designed to provide students skills and
experiences valuable for a successful career in a global, consumer-driven food industry. Each student lived with a Danish
farm family for six days. Enterprises on those farms included
dairy, pork, mink, small grain, vegetable and sugar beets. Students obtained direct experience with Danish farm production
practices and family life. Students milked cows, cared for pigs
and mink, planted vegetables, ate open-faced sandwiches and
discussed world affairs with foreigners for, in many cases, the
first time in their life. They also toured together visiting farms
and agribusinesses involved in conventional and organic food
production, fur and fish production, and export and direct
consumer marketing. The greatest benefits of the tour, according to the students, was a better understanding of Danish food
management and production practices, culture and traditions.
(Contributed by Duane Reese)

Left to right: Nathan Underwood (New Hampton, IA), Charwit
Kulchaiyawat (Des Moines, IA), Kathrine (Kate) Gilbert (Iowa Falls,
IA), Tara Gilbert (Ionia, IA), Heidi Nye (Baxter, MN), Ove Christensen
(Odense, Denmark), Melynda Scheffel (Council Bluffs, IA), Nicole
(Nicky) Myers (Winterset, IA), Lisa Kotas (Wilber, NE), and Colin D.
Johnson (ISU Extension Specialist).
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Agriculture Study
Opportunities in Mexico
The Animal Science Department offers opportunities for
our students to learn about and study in Mexico. The Department has a U.S. Department of Education Grant that gives our
students the opportunity to take short study trips to Mexico as
well as long term (one semester) study abroad stays to fulfill
UNL degree requirements at universities located in Chapingo
and Chihuahua. The grant also covers the University of
Manitoba and La Val University in Canada, but in this update
we will report on our activities in Mexico.
During May two students from the Animal Science Department and Dr. Dennis Brink traveled to Mexico. The trip also
included students and faculty from the University of Manitoba
and Oklahoma State University. This trip started in El Paso, TX,
where the group saw the procedures that are followed when cattle
cross the border between Mexico and the U.S. They spent two
nights at the University of Chihuahua visiting the campus as well
as the Agriculture Experiment Station. They visited with a group
of local apple, corn and cattle producers and toured a new cheese
plant operated by a Mennonite dairy producers’ cooperative.

Students learn about life in a rural ejido village.

Of course, no trip to Mexico would be complete without a
look at local history. They learned about PanchoVilla, visited
several beef operations, and visited the early settlements in Chihuahua. The students then boarded a train and traveled
throughout the Sierra Madre mountains through the Copper
Canyon region. The trip traversed through the states of Chihuahua, Sonara and Sinaloa. In Sinaloa they attended a reception sponsored by the Governor. Sinaloa agriculture includes
modern vegetable growing areas that supply fresh vegetables,
notably tomatoes and peppers, to the U.S. during our winter
months. The trip ended with two days on the Pacific Ocean in
Mazatlan before their return to Lincoln. What a wonderful way
to learn about the agriculture and life of Northern Mexico.
Last spring we had the opportunity to have two international students study here in Lincoln for one semester — Mr.
Hugo Ramirez Ramirez from the University of Chapingo, and
Mr. Jordan Sawchuck from the University of Manitoba. Both
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Students meet with leaders in the State of Sinaloa – shown with the
students is Governor of Sinaloa – Jesús Aguilar and Secretary of
Agriculture – Jorge López

Hugo and Jordan took Animal Science classes in fulfillment of
their degree requirements in Canada and Mexico. Hugo’s father
teaches statistics at Chapingo and Jordan was raised on a beef
ranch in Manitoba.
Both students said they enjoyed their stay in Nebraska and
especially enjoyed the exchange with other students. Jordan
said that weather was milder than Manitboa and Hugo (who
had never been far from Mexico City) remarked how cold it
was when he arrived in -14oF weather. They both enjoyed the
interaction that we foster between our faculty and students.
They even enjoyed living in the dorms and interacting with
other students. Jordon returned to his family ranch upon
receiving his B.S. from the University of Manitoba and Hugo is
now enrolled in his junior year. Hugo plans to apply to the
Dairy Nutrition Masters Program working with Dr. Paul
Kononoff in Animal Science once he receives his B.S. We
enjoyed their stay and our students learned as much from them
about their universities as they did about Nebraska.
We currently have a student majoring in the school of Natural Resources studying at Chapingo. Ms. Naoko Kobayashi is a
University of Nebraska exchange student from Japan who is taking advantage of this IANR Program to study Natural Resources
in Mexico. More about Naoka’s stay in a later newsletter.

Back row: Charlie Amos (Oklahoma State University), Beth Maricle
(University of Nebraska), Kinley Smotherman (Oklahoma State University), Aaron Bolduc (Manitoba University – Canada), Haley Rader
(Oklahoma State University), Zac Pogue (Oklahoma State University), Brynn Husk (University of Nebraska), Adam Meyer (Manitoba
University – Canada). Front Row: Justin Rader (Oklahoma State
University), Jessica Sheffield (Oklahoma State University), Martin
White (Manitoba University – Canada), Matt Wheaton (Oklahoma
State University, Megan Cunningham (Oklahoma State University),
and Curt Sawatzky (Manitoba University – Canada)
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We are planning on hosting another study trip to Mexico in
August 2006. This tour will include the cultural, religious and
historic sites in Mexico City and the surrounding area as well as
a ten-day look at Mexico’s tropical landscape. Once we leave
Mexico City we will visit Agricultural Research Centers on our
way to Vera Cruz on the Gulf of Mexico. Our students will get a
good look at the flora and fauna of a tropical area as well as
seeing animal production operations that are quite different
from the Midwest. A trip to a coffee plantation will also be on
our itinerary. Again, what a wonderful way to get to know the
people and agriculture of Mexico.
Remember, any student in any agricultural program at UNL
is eligible for these opportunities. Why not encourage your
family members studying at UNL to participate in the trip to
Vera Cruz next semester? What a wonderful way for parents
and grandparents to share with their children and
grandchildren’s adventures by helping them to visit Mexico.
For additional information on this program please contact
Jeff Keown at (402) 472-6453 or jkeown1@unl.edu.
(Article contributed by Jeff Keown,
photos contributed by Dennis Brink)

Emeriti News
Fr anklin Eldr
idg
Eldridg
idgee says that having one of our alumni
come up to him and remember some past association has always been a great pleasure. Franklin and his wife, Cheryl, have
done some interesting traveling since they were married. They
went to Ireland with a Cornell University tour for what they
called their honeymoon. They had a tour of Italy ending up in
Riva del Garda, the area where all of Cheryl’s ancestors had
lived. They were able to see the house where Cheryl’s mother
was born. Recently they visited Paris where Franklin’s son, Paul,
is working and they visited London for a few days and went to
Paris through the tunnel under the Channel. They do a lot of
traveling in the states because their six children live in six different states and they want to see them at least once a year.
They find that living in the Van Dorn Villa, an independent
living retirement community, a very nice arrangement for them
at this time of their lives. Their lives continue to be full.
B ob FFrr itsc
he
n says that retirement has been good. He and
itsche
hen
his wife, Hazel, have become more involved in the community.
He has been on the City Council of Laurel, NE for 12 years and
still a City Councilman. He substituted as a teacher for a local
K-12 system, teaching mostly in the lower grades for one year
just to see what it was like. He enjoyed it very much but did not
repeat it. He coordinates the local TeamMate program at the
school, training new mentors and is a mentor to one student.
Shortly after retiring in 1998, he wrote a family history and did
quite a bit of traveling to get information, including a trip to
Germany. He got involved in renovating a Grotto in South Dakota because of the family history book and the small committee received two awards and got the Grotto on the National
Registry of Historic Places. The Grotto is located in Farmer, SD
where Bob graduated from high school. Bob does some adult
education courses and serves on the community adult educational committee. One popular course is “Tea 101.” It’s about
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the history and merit of tea, especially green tea. He serves as
Secretary-Treasurer of the Nebraska Hall of Ag Achievement
and Chairman of the UNL Distance Learning Advisory Committee. Bob says, “retirement is what one makes it — it’s a time
to give back while you’re sitting back.”

Your Newsletter Leadership
Earl Ellington (Chair), Ted Doane, Jim Gosey, Jeff Keown,
Duane Reese, Nancy Savery, and Minnie Stephens serve as the
current departmental newsletter committee. The Animal Science Department has a long history of providing newsletters to
its alumni and friends. Each year we hear words of satisfaction
from several of you. We certainly encourage you to send us
news items and any comments on how we might improve the
newsletter.

Call for Information for the
2005 Winter Issue of the Animal
Science Alumni Newsletter
All of us enjoy learning about classmates and other alumni
from the Animal Science Department. We ask that you
send information about yourself for the next issue of our
alumni newsletter. You might include memorable events
from your college days, such as classes, club activities,
employment, teachers, friends and other items of interest.
You might include what you have been doing since leaving
campus, such as employment (when and where), participation in community activities, hobbies and other personal
details that may be of interest. Please see back page for
more information and how you may obtain additional
departmental information and activity notices via e-mail.

Alumni News
1937

1972

Russe
ug
hes (B.S. ’37) says he is the only living
ussell l D
D.. H
Hug
ughes
member of the 1926-27 4-H Champion Dairy Judging Team,
but he does not have any information on Jessie Belyeu who
lived in Loveland, Colorado. The judging team was beaten by
the English Team at Wye, Kent, England. This is in the 1927 Nebraska Agricultural Yearbook. He worked as a County Extension Agent in Dodge County until his retirement. He enjoys the
newsletter and could identify the people pictured with the
white steer but his information was destroyed last June.

Wil
liam (B
il
l) FFult
ult
on (M.S. ’72, Ph.D. ’76) recently was
illiam
(Bil
ill)
ulto
promoted to Assistant Vice President of Ag Loans at Union
Bank & Trust. Bill is a native of Oklahoma and has accumulated
more than 20 years of banking experience since receiving his
degrees in Animal Science at UNL. Bill and his wife live in the
rural Crete area.

1963
D o nald C. M
rg
Mee ie
ierg
rgee rd (B.S. ’63) retired from Excel Cargill
in August 2003. His last position was Vice President and General Manager of Food Distribution. Currently, he is volunteering to raise money for a new Kansas Foodbank Warehouse in
Wichita. He spent many hours during his junior and senior
years in the sheep barn (day and night) and has many great
memories.

1964
Al SSvvajg
ajgrr (B.S. ’64; M.S. ’68) was elected chair of the 2005
Beef Board of the National Cattlemen’s Beef Association during
their annual meeting in San Antonio, TX in February 2005.
Svajgr was nominated to the Board by a caucus of certified
nominating organizations in Nebraska — including the
Nebraska Cattlemen, Nebraska CattleWomen, Nebraska Farm
Bureau, Nebraska Farmer’s Union, and Nebraska Dairy Farmers of America — and was appointed by the Secretary of Agriculture in 2000. Svajgr of Cozad, NE is owner and manager of a
farming/ranching/stocker/backgrounding operation of about
5,000 head per year and is co-owner of a 30,000-head commercial feedlot.
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1973
C har
les P
k” Sc
hr
o e der (B.S. ’73) has been Execuharles
P.. “Ch uc
uck
Schr
hro
tive Director of the National Cowboy and Western Heritage
Museum in Oklahoma City since 2002. Before moving to Oklahoma, he was Chief Executive Officer of the National Cattlemen’s Beef Association and prior to that, served as Vice
President & Director for Development with the University of
Nebraska Foundation. He is a board member of several organizations including the International Stockmen’s Education
Foundation and the Greater Oklahoma City Chamber of Commerce and he was recently elected to the Oklahoma State Fair
Board. Schroeder and his wife, Kathi, a special education
instructor at Santa Fe High School in Edmond, Oklahoma, have
one daughter, Lindsay, a graduate student in agricultural leadership at the University of Nebraska–Lincoln.

1976
L ero y E. SSaay er (B.S. ’76) is superintendent of the Clay
Center School. His animal science degree still comes in handy
in his job working with students.

1977
St
Stee ve Gar
Garee y (B.S. ’77) is currently office manager for Central Valley Ag Feedmill in Humphrey, NE. He lives on a small
acreage where he raises horses, cats and has a big garden. Steve
and his wife, Ann, just recently celebrated their 25th wedding
anniversary and have four children. He enjoys receiving the
Animal Science Alumni Newsletter and reading about the Department. It brings back many good memories.
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1980

1998

Mar
arg
man C
aryy B
Barg
argman
Crr aw fo rd (B.S. ’80) is the Nebraska agriculture coordinator for Sen. Chuck Hagel She is a journalist
and writer for several agricultural publications and has received
recognition for writing excellence in support of agriculture,
including the Nebraska Press Women Achievement Award. She
is a member of a variety of agricultural organizations including
the Nebraska Cattlemen, North Platte Valley Water Coalition
and UNL College of Ag Sciences and Natural Resources Alumni
Association. Recently Mary was recognized by the Nebraska
Hall of Agricultural Achievement.

Humb
umbeer to M
Maa deir
iraa (Ph.D. ’98) is an associate professor at
the Catholic University of Parana, Brazil. Humberto has been
teaching, doing research, and has had several administrative
appointments with the University. He served as Head of the
Animal Science Department from 2000-2002. In 2001 he received a federal research grant which enabled him to set up a
molecular biology and genomics lab and he has been involved
in the national efforts to sequence the genome of relevant agricultural and environmental microbes. In 2002, he was awarded
another grant that enabled him to set up a statewide
bioinformatics network. His current goal is to help the University launch a graduate program in Agricultural Sciences by
spring 2006.

1982
Kathe
atherr ine Pink
Pinkee r to n El
Elle
lenb
nbolt
le
nb
olt (B.S. ’82) is currently the
supervisor, Laboratory Animal Technician in the National Primate Research Center at the University of Wisconsin-Madison.
She says that they are have sent their two daughters “back west”
for their education here at the University of Nebraska.

1989
Jiha
dD
oug
las (Ph.D. ’89) was recently named President of
ihad
Doug
ouglas
Nicholas Turkey Breeding Farms, Sonoma, CA.

2004
Rami SSaawalha (Ph.D. ’04) has moved his family to their
new home in Edinburgh, Scotland, following his graduation
and a trip home to visit family. Rami is in a three-year
postdoctoral position with the Scottish Ag College & the Roslin
Institute at the University of Edinburgh. Rami reports that they
did not miss Nebraska’s cold weather since they got their share
of snow last winter, although it would be considered a warm
day in Nebraska! It does not get as cold as in Nebraska but it is
always cloudy and rainy.

Animal Science Trivia
Picture #2 ¾

Picture #1 ¾

Picture #3 ¾

See answers at the bottom of page 14.
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Contributions to Animal Science Programs
AR
TMENT is dedicated to providing quality educational opportunities and leadership to
The ANIMAL SCIENCE DEP
DEPAR
ARTMENT
students and clientele with diversity in training and experience. Please help us in continuing to provide these opportunities by
contributing to one of these funds.
Animal Science Discretionary Fund #2047
This fund was developed to provide a flexible source of funding to enrich and
enhance our Animal Science programs. These enhancements help to ensure that
our teaching, research, and extension programs remain at the cutting edge of
science and are responsive to the needs of our students and stakeholders.
Animal Science Scholarship Fund #8110
The Animal Science Department has been fortunate to have a number of
named funds contributed by alumni and friends that benefit our
undergraduate and graduate students. These funds have been very
instrumental in enabling our students to complete their education. As part
of the Department’s recruitment efforts, the Department’s scholarship
program has been expanded to include Freshman Scholarships. This fund
was established to assist in funding the Freshman Scholarships.
Animal Science Judging Team Fund #2194
The Animal Science Department is proud of the accomplishments and tradition
our judging teams have established. Judging teams are an essential component of
our undergraduate teaching program. Judging teaches many critical career skills beyond the techniques of animal or product
evaluation. Judging team participation allows students to meet the leaders in our industry, visit outstanding livestock and horse
operations and packing plants, and obtain excellent knowledge of U.S. animal agriculture. Professor R.B. Warren established this
fund approximately 25 years ago, and it has been an invaluable source of financial support for the program. All funds
contributed directly benefit the students who are members of our teams through reimbursement of a part of their direct travel
costs, meals, and lodging for workouts and contests.

University of Nebraska Contribution Card
ANISCIWN03

Please direct my gift to:
$_____________ Animal Science Discretionary Fund #2047
$_____________ Animal Science Scholarships Fund #8110
$_____________ Livestock & Judging Team Travel & Scholarship Fund #2194
Please mail yyour
our ggift
ift tto:
o:

oundat
Uni
io
n
nivver sit
sityy o
off N
Nee br aska FFoundat
oundatio
ion
P.O
ox 82555
.O.. B
Bo
Linc
oln, NE 68501-2555
Lincoln,

My matching gift form is enclosed. If you or your spouse are employed for a company with a matching gift program, your gift could
be increased! Contact your personnel office for more information.

£ I pledge $______________ payable over _______ years (not to exceed five years) beginning ____________ (month) of ___________ (year).
Signature if making a pledge by credit card: ______________________________________________________________________________

£ My check for $___________, payable to the University of Nebraska Foundation, is enclosed.
Please charge by: £ Visa £ Mastercard £ Discover
Card Number: ____________________________________ Exp. Date__________
Name ______________________________________________________________________________________________
Address ____________________________________________________________________________________________
City ____________________________________________________________ State_______ Zip_____________________
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Alumni Information
PLEASE NO
TE: In an attempt to improve our contact with alumni, the Department of Animal Science is in the process of developing an
NOTE:
alumni e-mail listserve. If you would like to receive more frequent updates and news about the Department including upcoming events,
please send us your e-mail address.
To keep us informed of your location, professional involvement and items of interest, please complete the following information sheet
nc
es, P
.O
ox 830908, Linc
oln, NE 68583-0908
ni
ky K
ob es, U
Scienc
nces,
P.O
.O.. B
Bo
Lincoln,
68583-0908; e-mail:
off N
Nee br aska, C203 A nimal Scie
Uni
nivver sit
sityy o
ick
Ko
and return it to Vic
du . Should you know of Animal Science Alumni who are not receiving this newsletter, please let us know how we may
v ko b es1@unl.e
es1@unl.ed
contact them.

Name ______________________________________________________________
Date of Graduation__________________
Address__________________________________________________________ City____________________________________
State ___________________________________________________________Zip Code_________________________________
E-mail___________________________________________________
Position, Company, Address:
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
News Items, Comments, etc.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
The University of Nebraska-Lincoln does not discriminate based on gender, age, disability, race, color,
religion, marital status, veteran’s status, national or ethnic origin or sexual orientation.

